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Introduction: Enstatite Chondrites (ECs) have a poor sili-

cates mineralogy, very scarce matrix area, rendering difficult an 
accurate determination of their metamorphism grade. Following 
our previous works on ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites [1], 
we have determined the metamorphism grade of 7 ECs by study-
ing the maturity of  matrix carbonaceous matter by Raman spec-
troscopy. The following series of ECs was studied: ALH84206, 
SAH97096, ALH84170, ALH85119, MAC88184, MAC88136 
and Parsa. They were all provided by the JSC NASA center, ex-
cept Parsa provided by Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle 
(Paris). 

Methods and results: Raman measurements were mostly 
performed on thin films or polished sections. The lack of polish-
ing artifact was checked by crossed-measurements with whole 
rocks for some chondrites. Raman measurements were carried 
out with a LabRaman JOBIN-YVON Raman micro-spectrometer, 
using a 514 nm excitation and a X50 long distance working ob-
jective.  

Tiny zones of matrix were localized by optical microscopy, 
and were found present in all objects. Most of them were carbon-
rich and could be studied by Raman spectroscopy. Their texture 
was also studied by Scanning Electron Microscopy at Paris VI 
University, and was used as a metamorphism grade indicator. 
Opaque minerals assemblages were studied by optical micros-
copy at Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle, and were used as 
a highly sensitive and qualitative metamorphic indicator [e.g. 1, 
and refs there-in]. 

The Raman spectra of CM trapped in matrix inclusions ex-
hibit the G and D first-order carbon bands. Bands fitting and 
principal component analysis reveal spectral variations in the G 
and D bands which point to different maturation grades of CM. 
Those variations were found correlated with indications from 
both opaque petrography and matrix texture, evidencing CM ma-
turity is mostly controlled by thermal metamorphism, as in ordi-
nary and carbonaceous chondrites. 

Using carbonaceous and ordinary chondrites previously in-
vestigated, an interclassification has been proposed. The lowest 
petrologic type was found around ~ 3.4 (ALH84206, SAH97096) 
and the highest  3.8/3.9 (MAC88136). These new petrologic 
types have been used for discussing previous classifications and 
thermometric approaches [2,3], as well as heterogeneity of or-
ganic precursors accreted by ECs with respect to ordinary and 
carbonaceous chondrites. 
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